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The mobile phones have diversified its usage. Apart from calling, mobile phones can be used for
surfing internet, listening to music, playing games, messaging, capturing images, navigating the
users, storing massive files or applications and so on. So, before buying any mobile phone, it is
mandatory to check the features of handsets from various brands. Among various choices, Apple
iPhone 4S is one of the favorite choice of users who are looking for high-end mobile phones. The
iPhone 4S comes packed with user friendly features to meet your communication and multimedia
needs.

The Apple iPhone 4S White is a 3G Smartphone meets higher specifications camera features,
larger memory options, advanced operating system version 5.0 than its previous version iphone 4.
The handset is available in two colored casing namely black and white. It gives brilliant application
response as it supports Apple A5 processor and runs on iPhone operating system version 5.0. The
handset allows the users to store data with minimal efforts through iCloud and share music, photo,
and videos with compatible devices wirelessly.

The wide 3.5 inches screen displays 16 million colors to give soothing effect with responsive touch
screen. The built-in 8 megapixel digital camera comes loaded with LED Flash, Auto Focus, Tap to
Focus, Photo Face Detection, Photo and video Geo Tagging, HD Video Recording, Video Stabilizer,
Video Player, movie and TV Player, Video Controls, and Second Camera. These features allow the
users to capture and record videos with best clarity. The iPhone 4S is backed with advanced
messaging services like SMS, MMS, Email, Push Email, Email Attachment, and iMessage.

The users can enjoy listening to music with iPod music player, cover flow, playlists, and stereo
earphones. The advanced operating system allows you to download various applications on this
handset. The iPhone 4S is available in varied memory options namely 16 GB, 32 GB, and 64 GB.

The handset gives 8 hours of talktime on 3G network and 14 hours talktime for 2G network. The
handset measures 115.2 x 58.6 x 9.3 mm which fits easily into the pockets and can be easily
operated through single hand as it weighs 140 grams with fitted battery. the iPhone 4S supports
high-end connectivity options like 3G HSDPA, HSUPA, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB, EDGE,
synchronization PC or MAC and 3.5mm stereo headphone which makes you to enjoy seamless
connectivity with compatible devices.
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